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ABSTRACT  

Sunthi (Zingiber officinale Rosc.), also known as dry ginger, 

belonging to the family Zingiberaceae is being widely used 

in the traditional system of medicines for its variety of use. 

Sunthi is known to be attributed to many medicinal 

properties which makes it very useful for treating a variety 

of disorders. It has been described extensively in all 

classical texts of Ayurveda. It is the most commonly used 

herb being mentioned in brihatrayee both in the compound 

as well as in single form. Here it has been reviewed for its 

use in the form of ekal dravya chikitsa (EDC) or single-drug 

therapy by using different anupaan (Adjuvant). Considering 

Brihatrayee as one of the classical texts of Ayurveda, it is 

being reviewed for the use of sunthi in ekal form. it is found 

to be used extensively in a single form either by processing 

it or by altering its anupaan. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Due to the increasingly positive response of patients following Ayurveda treatment, the 

traditional Indian system of medicine is becoming more popular nowadays. Natural herbal 

plants are gaining popularity due to their wide range of use, either in the form of food spices 

or in form of medicine. almost all Ayurvedic preparations are based on plants. They have a 

high influence and strong effect on the body. They are also potent enough to stabilize the 

vitiated doshas or to break the pathogenesis caused by diseases. Using single herbal medicine 

instead of poly-herbal preparation is preferred by many physicians as the drug-to-drug 

interaction of poly-herbal products is not exactly known which is easily understandable in 

single drug use.  

The concept of EDC is not a new one, but it can be traced back to ancient times as evident 

from the instances found in Samhitas about the use of only one dravya for mitigation of many 

clinical conditions. The Samhitas has advised using optimum quantity medicine by 

application of proper logic of a physician. It is of high importance that a physician should 

have enough quantity of resources needed for treating any health issue, but it should also be 

used in minimum number logically required to mitigate the health problem. The best 

medicine is what gives maximum results when used properly in the required amount in a 

suitable form.  

Using single-drug therapy also assures the quality of medicine and decreases the load on 

biodiversity. A single drug may not be potent enough to break the pathogenesis of diseases so 

many times it is being used with some other dravya, as an anupaan or in the processed form. 

Sunthi is used single as a medicine and is also being preferred as an anupaan dravya for 

various single as well as for compound formulations. In the context of this review, sunthi as 

single medicine with different anupaan or in processed form has been considered as ekal 

dravya. 

Sunthi, refers to dried ginger, also known as naagar2 or vishwabhesaja3 Ch.su.27/296 or 

mahausadha4 which means a powerful medicine. it is employed in the treatment of many of 

the ailments among the single and compound preparations described in Brihatrayee. Sunthi is 

used as a potent ayurvedic herbal remedy and is also used in various types of ayurvedic 

formulations. which is been used for treating many ailments in a compound or single form. 

Sunthi is considered the best shirovirechan dravya5,6. It has been mentioned by Charak in a 

number of the mahakashayas which makes it useful in variety of disorders. Aacharya Sushrut 
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has indicated sunthi in pippalyaadi and trayushnaadi gana, whereas Aacharya Vagbhata has 

placed it in vachaadi gana. 

 SAMHITA Mahakashaya/ gana Prayoga (use) 

1. CHARAK 

Truptighna; Arshoghna; Stanyasodhan; 

Trishnanigrahan; Sheetprashman; 

Shoolprashman Mahakashaya7 

Shirovirechan 

dravya 

2. SUSHRUT Pippalyaadi gana, Trayushanaadi gana 8 
Shirovirechan 

dravya 

3. VAGBHATA Vachaadi gana9  

Aacharya charak has characterized its properties like deepan (increases digestive fire), ushna 

(hot in potency), vata kapha shamak (regulates vata and kapha doshas), madhur vipaak and 

rochan (which increases taste for food)10. Aacharya Sushrut is also of same opinion as like 

charak. He mentiones it as katu rasa, and light for digestion (laghu)11. Aacharya Vagbhata 

mentiones it as snigdha, ushna, deepan, graahi, vibandhanaashak, kapha vata naashak 12. 

Due to its property of kapha vata shaman, it is been used in many disorders of kapha and 

vata origin. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

MATERIALS 

Charak Samhita, Sushrut Samhita, Ashtang hridaya with their commentaries and other 

relevant texts of Ayurveda and allied subjects. 

METHODS 

Compilation of information relating to ekal aspect of haritaki. 

A conceptual review of haritaki as Ekal Dravya Chikitsa. 

Compilation of various forms of Ekal Dravya used in Brihatrayee. 

OBSERVATIONS 

After a complete review of Brihatrayee, it has been observed that sunthi, an effective natural 

herb has been mentioned in our ancient classical texts having many therapeutic benefits. It 

has been mentioned in all three Samhitas of Brihatrayee with its variety of use in various 
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diseases in compound form as well as in Ekal Dravya form. Following observation has been 

compiled after a review of Brihatrayee for the use of sunthi in Ekal Dravya Chikitsa. 

OBSERVATIONS 

Table No. 2: single use of sunthi in Charak Samhita13,14,15 

1. Atisthulta chikitsa Ch.su.21/22-24 

2. Rasayan use with milk- kshatsheen Ch.chi.11/92 

3. 
With guda 

(jaggery) 

In constipation or passage of ama including dosas 

with stool in- Sawathu (oedema) 
Ch.chi.12/27 

4. 
Decoction of dry ginger along with milk- Elimination of 

residual dosas in Udar Roga 
Ch.chi.13/153 

 

Table No. 3: single use of sunthi in Sushrut Samhita16,17,18 

1. 
Sunthi rubbed with breast milk and mixed 

with ghee - Anjana (collyrium) 

Shushka akshi 

paka(eye disorder) 
Shu. uttr.9/23 

2. Sunthi with jaggery Kaamla (jaundice) Shu.uttr.44/30 

3. 
Sunthi kashaya siddha ajaa dugdha- (intake of goats 

milk processed with decoction of sunthi) 

Hikka(hic

cough) 
Shu. uttr.50/22 
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Table No. 4: single use of sunthi in Vagbhata19,20,21  

1. 
Sunthi and sugar consumed with mastu 

(whey) 
Vataj kasa As.hr.chi.3/17 

2. 

1 pala in quantity of Sunthi mula swaras  

mixed with milk should be consumed daily, 

increasing the dose by ½ karsha every 

succeeding day for 1 month, the person 

should drink milk only and abstain from 

eating solid food 

This promotes 

nourishment, 

lifespan, strength, 

colour complexion 

As.hr.chi.3/118 

3. 

Equal parts of jaggery and Naagar 

should be consumed daily or used as 

nasal drops 

Swaas and hikka 

(Hiccough and dysponea)  
As.hr.chi.4/47 

4. 
Water boiled with 

Sunthi 
Hridrogaj trishna (thirst in heart disease) As.hr.chi.6/36 

5. 
Paste of Naagar along with saindhava taken with 

hot water 

Aamaj 

grahani 
As.hr.chi.10/8 

6. 
Consume lukewarm  water 

boiled with naagar 

After the ghee has been digested, 

the patient had good purgation 
As.hr.chi.15/35 

7. 

Consume Sunthi 

with jaggery 

followed by takra as 

vehicle 

One who has poor digestive fire, faeces 

having symptoms of ama, being heavy, 

broken and constipating 

As.hr.chi.17/5 

8. 
Should be scraped and smeared with Sunthi and 

saindhava, washed with warm water 
Pothaki  As.hr.uttr.9/21 

9. 
Mahaaushadha macerated with breast milk and 

mixed with ghee- used as collyrium 

Shushka 

akshipaka  
As.hr.uttr.16/29 

DISCUSSION 

Aacharya Charak has indicated using sunthi along with guda in swathu, in kamala by 

Aacharya Sushrut, whereas Vagbhata prescribes for oral intake or nasal drops of equal 

quantity of both sunthi and guda in hikka and swaas. Decoction of sunthi along with milk has 

been mentioned by Charak in udar roga, whereas, Vagbhata advices therapeutic use of water 

boiled with sunthi in Hridrogaj trishna (thirst in heart disease) and also for purgation activity. 
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Both Aacharya Sushrut and Vagbhata has listed Sunthi rubbed with breast milk and mixed 

with ghee for Anjana (collyrium) in eye disorder. Whereas, Sunthi with saindhav is used for 

pratisaaran in Pothaki by Vagbhata alone. Vagbhata has mentioned for oral administration of 

Naagar paste along with saindhava taken with hot water for symptomatic relief in aamaj 

grahani. Sunthi mixed with sugar and taken with mastu is better used in vataj type of kasa. 

Table No. 5: LIST OF DISORDERS BEING INDICATED FOR EKAL USE OF SUNTHI 

IN BRIHATRAYEE 

  CHARAK SUSHRUT VAGBHATT 

1. Atisthulta chikitsa Ch.su.21/22-24   

2. Kshatksheen Ch.chi.11/92   

3. Sawathu (oedema) Ch.chi.12/27  As.hr.chi.17/5 

4. Eye disease    Shu.uttr.9/23 
As.hr.uttr.9/21; 

16/29 

5. Kaamla (jaundice)  Shu.uttr.44/30  

6. Hikka  Shu.uttr.50/22 As.hr.chi.4/47 

7. Swaas (Dysponea)    As.hr.chi.4/47 

8. Vataj kasa   
As.hr.chi.3/17; 

118 

9. 
Hridrogaj Trishna (thirst in heart 

disease) 
  As.hr.chi.6/36 

10. Aamaj grahani   As.hr.chi.10/8 

11. Udar roga    As.hr.chi.15/35 

CONCLUSION 

After a critical review of ekal use of sunthi in Brihatrayee it is found that sunthi is used in the 

form of ekal dravya chikitsa and various instances. It is used in variety of ailments using 

different anupaan or in different processed form. 
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